CSARR coding of rehabilitation-readaptation acts in three SSR Clinalliance clinics. Six-month experiment
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We present our statistics and our coding experience of CSARR (catalog of rehabilitation and readaptation acts) in neurorehabilitation, EVC-EPR, orthopaedics, geriatrics and cardiology, along with some protocol examples. A quantitative comparative between CDARR and CSARR reveals a similar increase of the IVA value (indicator of activity value) with a decrease of two-third of declared acts.

The CSARR nomenclature, which codes PMSI (Program for medicalization of information systems) rehabilitation acts and will be mandatory on July 1, 2013, borrows from the CCAM (common classification of medical acts) in regard to the change towards T2A SSR tariffs announced for 2016. The CSARR introduces the notion of global act and is characterized by an appliance–depending classification, a medical wording accessible to professionals, a significant part dedicated to orthoses, more collective acts and a chapter dedicated to therapeutic education. Part of the wording describes the entire performing of an act, enumerating the main elementary tasks. Modulators characterize the patient and/or the localisation of the performance. Operators (prepositions, conjunctions, phrases, punctuation signs), conventional symbols (brackets, parentheses) and notes define reading and coding rules thoroughly.

The concept of the wording construction refers to the pre-norm prEN 1828 of CEN and to functions described in International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) and it never refers to a particular healthcare professional.

Experiment feedback exposes the advantages of CSARR which describes better the course of rehabilitation acts. Prescription is more intuitive, which suits better the concept of regrouping in GME.
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Objectives.– The transition to a prospective payment system (PPS) in french hospital sector of post-acute care (SSR) has been postponed to 2016. Assuming that the current impasse is linked to the construction methodology for the medico-economic groups (GME), the objective of this study is to provide, through analysis of the work of countries involved in the construction of pricing activity in post-acute sector, a method of classifying patients suitable for SSR and in particular the fair valuation of PRM activities.

Methodology.– We analyzed the available foreign works on the Internet concerning the organization and financing of post-acute care. We selected the models developed in the USA, Belgium, Switzerland and Australia. Comparisons with the French system focuses on the health model selected, the identification of rehabilitation in the process of segmentation of activities, capture tool, taking into account outpatient care, construction methodology of patients classification systems and unit payment.

Results.– The classification GME built by French agency for information on hospitalization (ATIH) foreshadows a payment “per case”. It does not reflect the different processes of care, but the categories of the 2008 decrees. Foreign models have in common the reference to ICF model, a clear definition of the concept of rehabilitation, a classification whose the first level is the medical purpose of care, and whose classes of patients are based on their needs, identified by a combination of disease and comorbidities, robust indicators of functional limitations, personal and environmental factors. The Australian system includes outpatient. The payment unit seeks a balance between payment per diem weighted by activity, payment per case, and fixed block grant.

Discussion-Conclusion.– The first level of a coherent medico-economic classification in post-acute sector must match the major goals of medical management. Their description as care programs help to formalize clinical objectives for target populations by linking treatment modalities, predictable resources and evidence. A reform of PMSI-SSR must precede the fair valuation of rehabilitation activities. Their specification is complementary to better integrated care pathways.

Further reading
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Respective contribution of chronic conditions to disability in France: Results from the national disability-health survey
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The transition to a prospective payment system (PPS) in the French hospital sector of post-acute care (SSR) has been postponed to 2016. Assuming that the current impasse is linked to the construction methodology for the medico-economic groups (GME), the objective of this study is to provide, through analysis of the work of countries involved in the construction of pricing activity in post-acute sector, a method of classifying patients suitable for SSR and in particular the fair valuation of PRM activities.

Methodology.– We analyzed the available foreign works on the Internet concerning the organization and financing of post-acute care. We selected the models developed in the USA, Belgium, Switzerland and Australia. Comparisons with the French system focuses on the health model selected, the identification of rehabilitation in the process of segmentation of activities, capture tool, taking into account outpatient care, construction methodology of patients classification systems and unit payment.

Results.– The classification GME built by French agency for information on hospitalization (ATIH) foreshadows a payment “per case”. It does not reflect the different processes of care, but the categories of the 2008 decrees. Foreign models have in common the reference to ICF model, a clear definition of the concept of rehabilitation, a classification whose the first level is the medical purpose of care, and whose classes of patients are based on their needs, identified by a combination of disease and comorbidities, robust indicators of functional limitations, personal and environmental factors. The Australian system includes outpatient. The payment unit seeks a balance between payment per diem weighted by activity, payment per case, and fixed block grant.

Discussion-Conclusion.– The first level of a coherent medico-economic classification in post-acute sector must match the major goals of medical management. Their description as care programs help to formalize clinical objectives for target populations by linking treatment modalities, predictable resources and evidence. A reform of PMSI-SSR must precede the fair valuation of rehabilitation activities. Their specification is complementary to better integrated care pathways.
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Objective.– The ministerial circular of June 2004, the 18th, described the “good conditions” of a multidisciplinary organization for neuro-traumatic healthcare networks. Difficulties for an upstream return in case of acute complication during a stay in a PRM department constituted the basis of this study. Some patients’ transfers from PRM were not executed in a convenient way. The aim of this study was to determine the causes of these problematic transfers.

Patients and method.– Six severe handicap cases with a history of problematic upstream transfer during an hospitalisation in the neurological PRM department of Nantes’ University Hospital (F) between 2006 and 2012: semi-structured interviews, first of the six patients and of their closer family circle, secondly of 16 acute healthcare professionals (emergency medical service and transport, respiratory intensive care unit, resuscitation departments). Analysis with the support of literature in social sciences and humanities.

Results.– Several explanations of transfer difficulties, structural (notably a lack of beds in the upstream units) or linked to the confidence from the acute healthcare departments (anticipation of various “risks” at the PRM department level: turning back of the patient, tracheotomy and future dependency towards an artificial breathing apparatus, the question of active treatments limitation or cessation). A third level of explanation directly related to the patients’ functional status: an a priori unfavourable opinion in case of cognitive impairment, especially for born-native pathologies, multiple sclerosis or brain injury in case of lack of perceived improvement since the admission in the PRM department.

Discussion.– Two essential findings appeared: a misunderstanding of the professional practice between PRM and acute healthcare units, in spite of common practices, and an imperfect perception of the patients’ future by the upstream departments practitioners. A kind of disabled patient who could be transferred with difficulty was especially constructed in case of cognitive impairment within precisely defined pathologies. The final goal of our “action sociology” study is to make clearer the daily medical practices within the framework of emergency transfers of severely impaired patients in order to promote a renewed fluidity within our healthcare networks.
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Objective.– Representative national data on disability are becoming increasingly important in helping policymakers decide on public health strategies. We assessed the respective contribution of chronic health conditions to disability for three age groups (18–40, 40–65, and 65 years old) using data from the 2008–2009 Disability-Health Survey in France.

Methods.– Data on 12 chronic conditions and on disability for 24,682 adults living in households were extracted from the Disability-Health Survey results. A weighting factor was applied to obtain representative estimates for the French population. Disability was defined as at least one restriction in activities of daily living (ADL), severe disability as the inability to perform at least one ADL alone, and self-reported disability as a general feeling of being disabled. To account for comorbidities, we assessed the contribution of each chronic disorder to disability by using the average attributable fraction (AAF).

Findings.– We estimated that 38.8 million people in France (81.7% [95% CI 80.9;82.6]) had a chronic condition: 14.3% [14.0;14.6] considered themselves disabled, 4.6% [4.4;4.9] were restricted in ADL and 1.7% [1.5;1.8] were severely disabled. Musculoskeletal and sensorial impairments contributed the most to self-reported disability (AAF 15.4% and 12.3%). Neurological and musculoskeletal diseases had the largest impact on disability (AAF 17.4% and 16.4%, respectively). Neurological disorders contributed the most to severe disability (AAF 31.0%). Psychiatric diseases contributed the most to disability categories for patients 18–40 years old (AAFs 23.8%–40.3%). Cardiovascular conditions were also among the top four contributors to disability categories (AAFs 8.5%–11.1%).

Conclusions.– Neurological, musculoskeletal, and cardiovascular chronic disorders mainly contribute to disability in France. Psychiatric impairments have a heavy burden for people 18–40 years old. These findings should help policymakers define priorities for health-service delivery in France and perhaps other developed countries.
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